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GEMS – Integration and Solidarity European Models for Sustainability
The FEED ME off-line system for engaging citizens of the GEMS communities was active in the period October 2016 – May 2017. The analysis of the inputs received from the citizens, allowed for the outlining of the following topics for debate:

- Sustainable Tourism
- Renewable Energy
- Sustainable Development
- Future EU Challenges
- Intercultural Integration
Sustainable Tourism Feed Me Citizen’s Recommendations

Break down barriers and build bridges between visitors and hosts

Can be a tool for protecting biodiversity

Sustainable Tourism must provide a long-term approach to local development
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Sustainable Tourism
Feed Me Citizen’s Questions

Can sustainable tourism preserve the cultural heritage and the natural values?

What environment requirements does a structure have to comply with so to promote sustainable tourism?

Can sustainable tourism reduce the pollution of the air, earth and water?
Renewable Energy
Feed Me Citizen’s Recommendations

Free rent of eco-sustainable bike of the local administration

Photovoltaic energy production on building’s roof

Street lightning system with traffic sensors

Improve the efficiency of public and private buildings
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Renewable Energy
Feed Me Citizen’s Questions

How much does ecological transport system reduce the greenhouse gas emissions?

Can a photovoltaic system substitute an electric network connection?

Why wood or biomass are considered renewable energy?
Intercultural Integration
Feed Me Citizen’s Recommendations

Planned involvement of communities and migrants in the requalification, recovery and re-use of property and degraded areas

Synergy and relationship between the local community and “new residents” to create a sustainable environment
Intercultural Integration
Feed Me Citizen’s Questions

What kind of tools can the Municipal Administration use to integrate “new residents” people?

What kind of relationship exists between environment, intercultural integration and sustainable development?
Sustainable Development

Feed Me Citizen’s Recommendations

We must stop the forms of pollution that could damage the ecosystems in an irreversible way.

Support the introduction of alternative fuel for the public transport.

Active participation of citizens and local communities to reduce waste production and promote urban recycling.
Sustainable Development Feed Me

Citizen's Questions

How can we act in daily life to promote the sustainability?

What are the differences and the common points between economic sustainability, social sustainability and environmental sustainability?

What are the fundamental values that education may promote for a sustainable development?
Future EU Challenges
Feed Me Citizen’s Recommendation

- Smart cities
- Platform to organize carpooling
- European network of protected cycle path with ecological tools
- Access for all - mobility concepts for wheelchair users
- Reduce energetic dependence from fossil fuels
Future EU Challenges
Feed Me Citizen’s Questions

What are the targets of European Union on renewable energy?

What are the tools/programmes of European Union that help local communities to implement sustainable development?

Is there a European network of operators of sustainable tourism?
Alpine communities promotion

Support mountain areas.
Simplify bureaucracy

Requalification of historic centre

Improve signposting of historic buildings, such as the City Hall

Subsidies and facilitations for heating systems in tourism facilities
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